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- Easy to configure. - User friendly and has menu bar in all applications. - Built in dynamic table of contents in a specially designed window. - Create your own dynamic table of contents. - Supports for multiple formats including HTML, LaTeX, Text, and PDF. - Speak the tables and index of the PDF document. - Very easy to edit your documents on PC. - Detects words from various formats including HTML, LaTeX, Text,
and PDF. - Support for writing documents in various formats including HTML, LaTeX, Text, and PDF. - Supports multiple languages. - Auto detect the language of the document. - Customize the voice settings in the PCVoz Options menu. - Multiple languages support. - You can switch the language from the Options menu. - Various methods for inserting notes. - Supports for Notebook, Slide, and Ppt files. - Very easy to
learn. - Supports for multiple languages. - Supports for multiple document formats including HTML, LaTeX, Text, and PDF. - Supports various languages. - Supports for running the app from desktop shortcut or icon menu. - Supports for Auto-Run for Windows Vista/7. - PCVoz supports various web pages. - Supports for web page reading. - Supports for multiple web pages. - Supports for multiple languages. - Supports for
customizable reading of web pages. - Supports for webpage reading using flash reader. - Supports for Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome. - Supports for various browsers. - Supports for secure SSL and FTP connection. - Supports for multiple protocols. - Supports for muti-protocols including FTP, SSL, SMTP, SOCKS, POP3, IMAP. - Supports for multiple file types. - Supports for multiple file
extensions including text, HTML, PDF, Word, RTF, TXT, EPUB, DOC, RAR, ZIP, MOV, MP4, FLV, FLASH, GIF, JPG, JPEG, PPT, XML, JPG, JPEG, TIFF, GIF, TIF, PGM, PG, PCX, X, BMP, RAS, ASP, RM, CALS, ANI, CIN, ISZ, ISA, SIS, MSS, NFO, CUT, SIW, SBW, VOB, 3GP, 3
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KeyMacro is a free product that allows you to create a keystroke macro to improve accessibility and productivity. KEYMACRO has not many features, but has many keystoke macros that you can use, such as the ability to print an image, record a sound, make a copy or create an shortcut in the menu bar of the applications you use. KEYMACRO works in two languages (English and Spanish). KeyMacro is a simple, but very
powerful, alternative to other screen readers or custom interfaces. Features KeyMacro: ￭ Can create macros using several different languages. ￭ Can record keyboard events that can be triggered by any of the macros you create. ￭ Can select different sounds and images to be played when you type the keywords you specify. ￭ Can create multiple macros that can be started simultaneously and run separately. ￭ It provides an
easy to use interface that can be accessed with a keyboard shortcut. ￭ Uses the power of voice to narrate your document or website when you start or stop the macros. ￭ Can be configured to show the status bar in the applications in which macros are started. ￭ Can be configured to configure the appearance of the name of the application in which the macro is started. ￭ Can be configured to make the name of the macro
clickable. ￭ Can be configured to show a selection menu of choices when you press the hotkey configured for your macros. ￭ Can be configured to allow you to select the application or web page where the macro will start or stop. ￭ Can be configured to activate different actions when you start or stop the macros. ￭ Can be configured to run multiple macros simultaneously or not. ￭ Can be configured to use the default
keystroke set that is associated with any of the macros you create. ￭ Can be configured to send a message to a selected contact using the contact's information stored in a text file you create. ￭ Can be configured to make a copy of the document or web page that you specify. KeyMacro is a free product that can be used to make your computer more accessible. It is highly configurable and it is compatible with Windows
2000/XP/Vista/7. Here are some key features of "KeyMacro": ￭ Can create macros using several different languages. � 77a5ca646e
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PCVoz is a screen reader which lets your applications talk. PCVoz can interact with your applications, read aloud or narrate your documents, emails and web pages. With a single click PCVoz can make your Windows Explorer, Microsoft Office, Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla and more talk. With PCVoz you don't have to remember anything because PCVoz is there to make things easy. It only takes a few clicks to have
your applications speaking aloud. Now we want to live the computer - PCVoz is the only one that can make your computer live. * Fully compatible with the Microsoft Agent. * It can read aloud or describe your documents, emails, web pages and more. * Makes an easy to use easy-to-learn screen reader accessible to people with speech and hearing impairments. * Now you can have your applications talking with a more human
look and feel and an enhanced user experience. * Programmable with PCVoz's menu bar and options menu, allowing you to configure PCVoz to read aloud your document or email. * PCVoz is a speech-reading software that will let you talk to your computer without having to remember anything. * Compatible with the Microsoft Agent technology to enable talking applications, screen readers, and other software to speak
aloud. * PCVoz has animated, talking characters to help communicate what you are doing on your computer. * PCVoz is a Windows application. * Available in two languages (Spanish and English). * It can read aloud your documents, emails, and web pages. * It enhances your applications and Web pages with a visible interactive personality that humanizes the interaction with your computer. * PCVoz can interact with your
applications, read aloud or narrate your documents, emails and web pages. With a single click PCVoz can make your Windows Explorer, Microsoft Office, Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla and more talk. * Now you can have your applications talking with a more human look and feel and an enhanced user experience. * PCVoz is a speech-reading software that will let you talk to your computer without having to remember
anything. * Compatible with the Microsoft Agent technology to enable talking applications, screen readers, and other software to speak aloud. * PCVoz has animated, talking characters to help communicate what you are doing on your computer. * PCVoz is a Windows application. * Available in two

What's New In?
PCVoz is a very fun and easy to use, but powerful Screen reader application for English and Spanish that use Microsoft Agent technology and the power of voice to allow a totally selfvoiced computer and Internet access. PCVoz interact with your applications and speak aloud your documents, emails, web pages, and much more... With this unprecedented product you have to do nothing special to make your computer talk, just
do what you always do using your applications and PCVoz will follow your actions reading them aloud for you. PCVoz is a software that can make your applications talk. PCVoz Screen reader is a friendly, and very easy to use, accessibility tool for diversity. Using the power of voice PCVoz bring the computer and Internet marvels to blind and low vision users, offering them a very high level of autonomy. Here are some key
features of "PCVoz": ￭ Very easy to use. ￭ Totally self-voiced computer and Internet access. ￭ Use Microsoft Agent technology with animated, speaking characters. ￭ Enhance your applications and Web pages with a visible interactive personality that humanizes the interaction with your computer. ￭ Increased usability with an assistant reading aloud your documents, Internet pages or your mails for you. ￭ Can be programmed
to narrate your presentations. ￭ Very easy to configure. ￭ Available in two languages (Spanish and English). PCVoz Description: PCVoz is a very fun and easy to use, but powerful Screen reader application for English and Spanish that use Microsoft Agent technology and the power of voice to allow a totally selfvoiced computer and Internet access. PCVoz interact with your applications and speak aloud your documents,
emails, web pages, and much more... With this unprecedented product you have to do nothing special to make your computer talk, just do what you always do using your applications and PCVoz will follow your actions reading them aloud for you. PCVoz is a software that can make your applications talk. PCVoz Screen reader is a friendly, and very easy to use, accessibility tool for diversity. Using the power of voice PCVoz
bring the computer and Internet marvels to blind and low vision users, offering them a very high level of autonomy. Here are some key features of "PCVoz": ￭ Very easy to use. ￭ Totally self-voiced computer and Internet access. ￭ Use Microsoft Agent technology with animated, speaking characters. ￭ Enhance your applications and Web pages with a visible interactive personality that humanizes the interaction with your
computer. ￭ Increased usability with an assistant reading aloud your documents, Internet pages or your mails
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System Requirements For PCVoz:
Worm: A malicious program that gains control of a computer's resources, preventing other programs from running. All Trojans and Worms: Must contain the "CnVir" file, which will allow the program to spread to the network. Must contain the "CnVir" file, which will allow the program to spread to the network. Other Trojans and Worms: May contain the "CnVir
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